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PROJECTS

The project is governed from the outside inwards, marked by the demands and pre-existing ones, to strengthen not only the
location of action, but also the near field in which we work. Learn architecture as a set of factors in the same space
with a diversity of time sequences and opportunities that generates a location and not so much the same intervention.
The management of the different geographic agents, economic and social, among others, gives us as a result the potency
of a project. Capture the naturalness of the place, the transcendence at the time and the composition that offers at the
proximities forms part of the reality of architecture. Look the past and predict the future habitable configuration is the
essence to know adapt the actual conditioning ongoing at the memory in step of the time.

PROJECTS III

Litoral del Poblenou

PROFILE

DISCIPLINE

TRANSVERSALITY

I am Guifré López and at present am ending the
Grade of Architecture at the ETSAB. At this web
will find all the information related with my for
mation at the career. Projects, exchange, works,
photograph... Continuum count at my pass until the
day of today.
Along the years of career have achieved to develop
sorne unfamiliar abilities at me and improved the
known to affront personal projects like labour.
Understand a same the own qualities and reinforce
the deficiencies is what have learnt for antonomasia
at continuums the courses. Strong points are the
leadership, the organisational capacity and the
slyness to resolve. The most worked points for my
difficulty, that consider of the most important, are
the work at group and the communication.
This process of learning is not as only academ
ic but that also personal, always evolutionary.
This derives at a multidisciplinary education and,
therefore, transversal and is the architecture.
I do not consider the architecture as a only a job
of building and design how thought at the commence.
For me, I understand architecture like a compound
dedication for the art, the sociology, the econom
ics, the logical ordination ... Translated, have,
if we blast, of more of a gaze at relation at the
complex reality. As a architects, have learnt at
the career that have at our hands a lot of power to
represent the wills and necessities of the society
constructing complex existences.
It is necessary to excel that the experience per
mits us formulate us the suitable questions and,
as a consequence, mature and know critical being at
the hour to affront the world at what live.

Location complicated by the dif
ficult connection of the Poblenou
district and the coastline. Adapt
ing the architecture taking into
account the pre-existing random
constructions, the Ronda del Li
toral and the needs at the neigh
borhood level make up a difficul t
project solution. It is requested
to transform and adapt an area of
16,000m2 of disused space by set
ting up a collaboration between
proposal and pre-stock.

PROJECTS IV

Passeig Lluís Companys

High difficulty location located in
Ciutat Vella due to pre-existing
buildings and occasional clutter.
It calls for resolving the conflict
with a multifunctional program of
housing, workshops and services
by providing a disqualified space
without losing the identity of the
place.

PROJECTS V

Villa Gobernador Galvez
Complex project due to the socio
economic difficulty in the small
fishing village near Rosario. It
calls for a reconversion of the
favela-type neigh borhood into an
extension of the adjacent city
adapted to the existing needs. It
is an area of social exclusion in
which housing is projected. Work
shops and market.

GUIFRÉ LÓPEZ GARULO
A rchitect / Escola Técnica Superior d'Arquitectura
de Barcelona, UPC
Barcelona (BCN), Catalunya, Spain
27.01.1994
E-mail: guifre.lopez@gmail.com
Education
1998-2007: Extracurricular mathematics studies,
Kumon
2000-2012: Primary, secondary and high school.
Col·legi Sant Ignasi-Sarriá
2001-2014: Extracurricular English language studies

2006: One month exchange in Ireland
2007: One month exchange in Calgary
2008: One month exchange in Toronto
2009: One month exchange in Toronto
2009: Cours of child monitor in Canada
2012-2019: Grau en Estudis d'Arquitectura. ETSAB,
UPC
2017-2018: Exchange at FAPyD schoo, Rosario, Ar
gentina
Work experience
2010: Customer service, Pilma
2011: Customer service and logistics, Pilma
2012: Customer service and logistics, Pilma
2013: Customer service and logistics, Pilma
2013: Collaboration at Intergift, Ifema
2014: Customer service, logistics, website ans so
cial networks, Pilma
2014: Collaboration at Intergift, Ifema
2015: Implementation of TPV system, Pilma
2016: CDBarquitectura, Barcelona
2017: Workshop 1:1, Villa Gobernador Gálvez, Ar
gentina
2018: Workshop Mangrullo, Villa Gobernador Gálvez,
Argentina
2018-present: Integral reform edifice of houses,
Barcelona
Languages
Catalan: Native language
Spanish: Native language
English: High level
Software
AutoCad 2D/3D
Sketchup
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign
Adobre Illustrator
Microsoft Office

PROJECTS VI

Villa Gobernador Gálvez

Proposal for a real intervention
in the favela where the resident
community lacks schooling due to
social exclusion. A minor's rec
reational school / zone is re
quested to adapt to existing basic
buildings and non-existent plan
ning considering the materials to
be used due to the low budget and
being a flood area.

THEMATIC WORKSHOP I
Can Ricart

The strategic recovery of the Can
Ricart complex in Poblenou is pro
posed, adapting the space of the
layout that is different from the
existing type of extension. It
calls for the creation of a center
for unaccompanied migrant minors.
As a free topic, I break down the
proposal into three parts; mea
surement, conservation and recov
ery of the key parts that make up
the complex, rehabilitation of a
ship as a model example and the
reorganization of uses, and final
ly, an ephemeral MENA project with
the consideration that it is mo
mentary.
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THEMATIC WORKSHOP II

Valderrobres

Thematic and free location. A mul
tifunctional village-wide complex
is proposed due to its shortcom
ings. It designs a theater, an
exhibition hall,
consultancies,
parking,
coworking and houses.
Everything is located in the cen
ter of the village next to the Ma
tarranya river. The knowledge of
architecture that has been assim
ilated for years is put into prac
tice in this last project.
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ARCHI TECTURAL
REPRESENTA TION

It is a very versatile subject,
perhaps the most in architecture
studies from beginning to end. We
are taught both manual and computer
tools to obtain various resources
when representing a project. From
watercolors, charcoal or scale mod
els in 3D modeling and rendering us
ing different programs. Of the most
prominent, Sketchup, Rhinoceros or
Autocad for parametric design and
3Dstudio Max or Arlantis for render
ing. These techniques and programs
help us understand and present our
ideas in the practice of students
and professionals in architecture.
It is one of the most visual ways to
convey a project proposal.

URBANISM

Surely the most global subject in the career. In the first years we learn to understand the concept of a metropolis, with
the constant example of the city in which we are, Barcelona, and the different basic concepts that make it up. Organiza
tion, hierarchies and diversity help us interpret our city and then understand other configurations so that, as architects,
we understand that a building is part of a small intervention on a large-scale plan. Throughout the career we learn to
value or discard pre-stock in order to improve the overall scale problem. We learn to represent on a large scale, to de
sign a square, to configure and transform a neighborhood to adapt it to current times. The study of different metropolitan
configurations provides us with a range of solutions to the specific problems of each region in which we operate.

URBANISM IV

URBANISM III

Valles Oriental

Vilafranca del Penedés

Urban road projects to improve interurban quality and connection.
The purpose of the subject is to interpret the shape of the site
in a close location and to solve the problem between two assigned
points. The student is asked to project a strategy to improve the
quality of the existing city, given the difficulties that both sites
have suffered due to the growth of isolated plots.

The aim of the work is to train the student in the projection of
urban growth with a new district equipped with the optimum organi
zation of housing, trade and services. Different ideas are synthe
sized of building, road structure, public and prívate spaces and
activities that are inserted in the pre-existing city depending on
the character of the place. This is an intervention in a territory
of residential urban space. Techniques of layout and urban compo
sition.

ARCHITECTURAL REPRESENTATION III

-----

3Ds Max rendering

Exercise aimed at learning to use the 3Ds Max pro
gram combined with the Autocad in which a place
is proposed. A work of art is freely reinterpret
ed as a s ource of inspiration. In my exercise I
used a painting by Joan Miró to reproduce in the
space distribution a wooden parasol structure, run
benches and strategically placed trees.

URBANISM V

URBANISM VI

The scale of the proposed project lies between the architectur
al definí tion and the urban planning, bounded in a space of urban
problems. This project is not limited to the scope of intervention
itself, but it can influence the regeneration of the surrounding
tissues and the continuity of the metropolis around Montjuic. The
needs of the scope of action is the extension and communication of
the Poblesec district with the Zona Franca. Need for housing, ser
vices and extension of communication lines (metro and bus) and the
rearrangement of the Ronda del Litoral.

In the last exercise in this area of the career we put into prac
tice the knowledge assimilated during years of learning. It asks to
know how to define a program integrating the var ious needs for the
regeneration of an area in the process of change of use, acquiring
the ability to evaluate the result of the projected implantation. In
this exercise in the Zona Franca we regenerate the fabric, connect
ing to the previous project the continuity of the city of Barcelona
around Montjuic.

Transformation port-Montjuic

Zona Franca

STRUCTURES

One of the most unknown areas when
starting studies is structures. I t
causes stress and anxiety but i t
gives us a great deal of knowledge
when it comes to understanding and
measuring the behavior of a build
ing. We are taught how to size and
design a building from foundation
to roof. We learn what vertical and
horizontal stability depends on and
what agents influence the size of
the project. From taking into ac
count the internal overloads, such
as the use, the own elements and the
external ones, like the wind or the
snow. Reflecting on these concepts
allows us to understand what gener
al and specific behavior is through
physical concepts such as bonding,
moments and unbalancing moments and
flexion.

The different construction subjects we study provide us with the learning of technical and creative constructive elements
and solutions to make a project a reality. We are told about the most building systems in architecture such as unidirec
tional and bidirectional forging, reinforcement, industrialization of ma terials among others and how to apply these conCONSTRUCTION cepts in real life. In the beginning, they teach us to identify the most basic elements of buildings in architecture and
to understand how different elements work and relate to each other. When we mature the knowledge acquired in the field of
construction we begin to discover solutions to the concepts projected according to the functional and aesthe tic demands
that we impose on our project.

CONSTRUCTION III

CONSTRUCTION IV

First constructive specification of an own project. A solution is
proposed using certain construction systems of the pre-dimensioning
of the chosen project. A daptation to the project of the structure,
the interior and exterior walls and the aesthetics of the building
envelope. The main conditions for the operation of the project are
thermal, light and sound comfort.

Learning the diagnosis of pa thologies and their causes with the most
appropria te solution. The faculty provides students with the knowl
edge they need to identify constructive problems in architecture and
to repair both aesthetic, structural and constructive aspects. An
intervention project in a ruinous construction (partial or total)
is proposed in order to solve the existing pa thologies with specific
suitable techniques.

Realization of constructive details of a multi-family building

Diagnosis and restoration of a masia
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STRUCTURES II

Design project and dimensioning of slabs, pillars
and foundations
In the third year, we learn, for the first time,
to calculate the entire structure of a residential
building. We all start with the same base project
but with different measures. We design and pre-di
mension with reinforced concrete construction with
unidirectional slabs, pillar pre-dimensioning and
foundation. All the calculations are by hand and
for the verification we learn to use the program
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During the course of the degree, the student learns that architecture has been developed through inheritances and influ
ences of the architecture of the past and their corresponding evolution. The history of architecture has been the start
ing point for many travel and study architects to permeate themselves with diverse cultures and examples where one delves
into the organization of temples in ancient Egypt, passing through ancient Greece. to the present times. Understanding
the evolution of construction, its origins, design and techniques helps us to understand the main ideas that have been
projected today. History and Theory bring us this look from the beginning to the present day related to the social and
cultural environment that surrounds it.

HISTORY II

CADA VIVIENDA Y SU PATIO
DISTRIBUCIÓN Y PROGRAMA

Analysis of Ribera Court Town,
R. M. Schindler
The work focuses on the study of
an assigned set of buildings and
the search for articles and in
fluences related to both the con
struction architect and the time
it was designed. The project con
forms the context in which it was
built, the constructive design,
the volumetric study and device
of organization and its mainte
nance over time.
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The aim of this subject is to sensi
tize students with the basic knowl
edge of facilities to be considered
CONDITIONING and included in an architectural
AND SERVICES project. The student uses the tools
provided to solve through the ap
propriate systems, including in the
design of the project the spaces
necessary for the passage of fa
cilities, avoiding interfering with
the final development of the proj
ect. It is based on incompatibil
ity between facilities, passage of
ducts, easement, construction re
quirements
Sizing and calcula
tion of different supplies, such as
water, electricity and gas, among
others, providing a real idea of
the same within the project.

CONDITIONING AND SERVICES II

Plurifamilair housing block installation project
A project subject building is requested to perform
the installations of the same proposed project.
The work is divided into two sections. The first
involves designing the meter spaces, the passage
of recordable ducts, driving the facilities to the
building's requesting points and the optimal inte
rior distribution within them. In the second part,
each installation is calculated and dimensioned,
taking into account the specific rules and require
ments of the CTE.

Outside the framework of compulsory subjects, stu
dents are offered a wide range of elective subjects
ELECTIVE,
to complement our learning related to aspects of
WORKSHOPS AND architecture that interest us most or that cause us
curiosity. They help us complement our architectural
PRACTICES
background.
As I went through my studies, I found myself curi
ous about sociological subjects and sorne imaging.
In addition, thanks to the exchange experience in
Argentina, I was able to enjoy working in on-site
construction workshops with wood, iron and plas
tic materials, among others, and corresponding tech
niques to convert a material into a construction.
Techniques such as welding, anchoring and cutting
such as understanding where I am collaborating and
demanding in order to act as a close architect at
tending to human needs.

WORKSHOP VILLA GOBERNADOR GÁLVEZ

Construction of a grandstand and a pergola in Villa Gobernador
Galvez
Design and construction of a grandstand
and a pergola for the
conditions of social exclusion in the villa near Rosario, Argenti
na. Learning constructive techniques (welding, plumbing, concrete,
building armor ... ) and rethinking a project.

PRACTICE

Rehabilitation of 10 houses in Llanya street
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TFG

Arichitecture and ceramics, hand in hand

Three significant cases

The purpose of this document is to gather architectural research
together with ceramics as the main protagonists. It aims to synthesize
the work done in the field of ceramics in three specific scenarios
within the wide range of possible applications of this material
in our profession of architects. It should be emphasized that the
framework of the document is to respond to a personal search, always
with an architectural drift, from a constructive and decorative
perspective, drawing a necessary path with an itinerary of testing
and learning. The motivation behind this TFG is to discover a
possible personal architectural stance with ceramics.
I will focus on three different scenarios but interrelated by
the application of ceramics in architecture. Isfahan, the site of
a decorative technical revolution. Eladio Dieste, an innovative
construction solution for reinforced ceramics. Finally, Friedensreich
Hundertwasser, an extraordinary sensibility in functional organic
representation.
A choice of scenarios, personal journey through time in and through
experiences, which I intend can give reasons and emotions of
particular order and also general
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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to gather architectural research together with ceramics as the main focus. It aims to synthesize the work done in the field of ceramics in
three specific scenarios within the wide range of possible applications of this material in architecture. It should be emphasized that the framework of the document is to
respond to a personal search, always with an architectural drift, from a constructive and decorative perspective, drawing a necessary path with an process of testing and
learning. The motivation behind this TFG is to discover a possible personal architectural stance with ceramics.
I am from both Aragonese and Catalan origin with a common denominator: clay soil. Customs that until very recently was total but still very present, everyday and construction
are related to ceramics. Be it a pitcher or a brick, it has been present since I became aware. A long time ago, I read a quote by Antoni Cumella, a Catalan ceramist related
to the world of architecture, in which he compared a glass to a building justifying that ‘both have an interior and exterior space, a color, a texture and, of course, a
particular use’.
Clay is a basic material of ceramics and one of the most used, abundant knwon since the dawn of humanity, together with wood and stone. It has been used with various degrees
of intensity, despite technological advances, to the present day, when it is currently in a stage of redefinition. It is true that the ceramics are treated with ancient
and modest techniques, almost until the intervention of artificial intelligence, with counted advances but always remaining unchanged. This fact, in my opinion, makes the
ceramics a high-tech material. This technological vision is based on the fact that the ceramics has endless desirable characteristics like thermal, structural, decorative,
environmental ... among others, always with well-known aptitude and competence, being a very abundant and workable material. We can realize that at any age, it has played
a key role, no matter the weather or the latitude. The emergence of other materials, such as concrete or steel, left the ceramic in the background. This usually happens as
new techniques, materials, or simply modes change are discovered. However, a new technical revolution can be initiated by looking back to remember and rediscover a solution
that was surely forgotten.
With all that said, I will focus, as I mentioned at the beginning, on three different but interrelated scenarios where the ceramics are applied in architecture. Isfahan, the
site of a decorative technical revolution. Eladio Dieste, an innovative construction solution for reinforced ceramics. Finally, Friedensreich Hundertwasser, an extraordinary
sensibility in functional organic representation. Each one of them is confronted by placing the context and the technique with each application in each of them.
The choice of scenarios, a personal journey through time and my experiences, which I intend can give reasons and emotions of particular and general order.
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Isfahan, Iran

Shah Mosquet
No advanced equipment in the 17th century
Located in the center of Iran, we find Isfahan, in the

structural geometry, where its skin and structure are

province of the same name. It is the Iranian city with the

indivisible.

largest number of Islamic monuments in the country and some
of the most wonderful of the Islamic culture. This high

Maydan-i-Shah Square, with its rectangular shape, commands

concentration of worship temples is due to the relocation

access to the Royal Quasariya Bazaar on the north, Ali

of the capital from Tabriz to Isfahan under the reign of

Qapu’s Palace on the west, and the Lotfollah Royal Mosque

Shah Abbas I (1571-1629), the time of greatest splendor in

oratory on the east and south the Shah Mosque. All these

the city when Shiite Islam was introduced, which, despite

elements are related by a system of arches in the square

and linguistic and territorial differences, united the

and correspond to a series of crossroads. Of particular

population. Under this sovereign, of the Safavid dynasty,

note are the turns of the two mosques in relation to the

the reign was total: political, economic and, mainly,

layout of the square, heading for Mecca.

cultural. With the relocation of the city, he decided that
Isfahan would be the most beautiful village in Iran, which

The dynamic nature of the Maydan-i-Shah square is determined

led to the construction of splendid palaces, mosques,

by the judicious juxtaposition of the three active systems

squares, parks ... by the most prestigious architects and

and

artists in the country. Thus, the Shah Mosque was built

bazaar’s primary system crosses an important waterway,

between 1612 and 1628 together with the Loftfollah Mosque

near the entrance to the palace complex, and determines a

(1602-1619), Ali Kapu Palace and Qairaireh Bazaar, all

number of powerful effects, making it a unique civic place.

located at Imam Square (1612).

The experience of this space is so powerful that even

the

merit

of

their

architectural

solutions.

The

left behind it stays in memory. Its intense ‘situational

1

Main dome of the Shah Mosque,
Isfahan, Iran.
Own production, 2017

2

Dome prayer rooms of the Shah
Mosque, Isfahan, Iran.
Own production, 2017

Traditional Iranian architecture did not have the advanced

awareness’ is achieved through many active and dynamic

equipment, as it is today, and native materials were used

levels, perceived both individually and together. The

in building with baked bricks. Special forecasting and

square participates in a leading role in the encounter

attention to the sun, wind direction, self-sustaining

with the systems of the primary, secondary and tertiary

climate

as

movement, while also serving both religious, as well as

optimal use of the environment stand out in an identifying

governmental, social and commercial activities. It is these

and

it

associations that mature in a deeply rooted ‘situational

captures the attention with the inner and outer artistic

awareness’, which guides the city’s population while also

transformation of the work, with a careful and honest look.

meeting the needs of urban identity.

control,

extraordinary

angles

and

perspectives

construction

age.

In

as

well

parallel,

The art of creating complex constructions with primary
elements was mastered by Iranian architects. Nowadays,
where construction has been hidden under layers of plaster
and plywood, we can learn a lot about the beauty of Iran’s

9

Sculpted on brick walls
The Shah Mosque is located in the old part of the city,

inner courtyard, allows the rotation of 45º, moving it in

hidden in the grid of streets and alleys of the busy

the direction of Mecca. This turn serves to highlight the

bazaar,

corridors

consciously oriented concept of place. The recesses in

surrounded by gloom where the light only reaches from

the baseboards in the courtyard, a mihrab in each separate

time to time, porticos and small patios with commercial

space, and finally the dominant shape and direction of the

activity. Outside the complex of the mosque and the square

iwan along with the dome, show and fix the aforementioned

it is difficult to identify the facades of it, which are

directionality of the space.

which

is

connected

by

a

series

of

blurred in the maze of annexes. Once we enter the Masyidi-Shah square and the shrine we contemplate the grandeur
of the construction. The mosque complex is articulated
around a large central courtyard with an iwan on each
of the four facades facing the courtyard. The building
extends and multiplies into a large number of hypostyle
rooms covered with different decorated vaults and various
outbuildings.
The mosque stands out as a meeting place and prostration.
The use and meaning of the mosque makes it a point of
meeting and, therefore, a point of reference within the
city. The main exterior elements of the mosque’s existence
are the minarets and the dome, where architecture was used
with arches and vaults to combine circular and square
spaces.
The space of the square that joins the forefront of the
Masyid-i-Shàh mosque begins a large-scale modulation that
culminates in the main courtyard of this temple. Appearing
as a sculptured shape on the exposed brick walls of
the square, the forefront, with glossy polychrome tiles,
creates a horizontal transition space, while the high arch
of the portal enhances the vertical transition by about
27 meters high and accented by the minarets flanking it.
1

10

The iwan1 forms an arc directed towards the sky. It pulls

Iwan : room surrounded by a pointed arch with three walls that
opens to an outside patio

the space down, towards the entrance. The lobby, as a

3

spatial point where it connects to the forefront and the

Volumetry Maydan-i-Shah Square,
Isfahan, Iran.
Own production, 2019

Panel to panel
Exceptional in size, 145x130m, the Shah Mosque was the

and the placement of them in the form of borders. Four

largest

However,

centuries later, Islamic art was recognized, with painted

decoration is more prevalent than the construction. It

or glazed mosaic tiles and tiles being applied to the

built

during

the

reign

of

Abbas

I.

combines the innovative system of mosaics, the haft rangi2,

stucco. They decorate small main parts of the mosque

and the building systems known as arches, domes ... that

until the dome and minarets are covered thanks to the

emphasize the great architectural and artistic technique

advance of the technique. During the Safavid dynasty,

of the moment. The entrance to the mosque is one of the

a period of decorative virtuosity begins. The number of

largest and most decorated pishtaq3’s in Iran with details

colors that, under the reign of Abbas, is being invented

by Rezo Abbasi, one of the foremost Persian painters of

a new decorative system, the haft rangi, in which, in

all time and the best-known Isfahan calligrapher. The

seven colors, the larger tile is painted directly. The

main facade of the mosque, which consists of 475,000

colors used are white, blue, turquoise, ocher, olive and

tiles, together with the decoration of the decorated domes

brown. It was a faster and more efficient system but at

differentiate the Persian gifts from the Christians and

the same time fragile and impossible to apply in a dome.

Ottomans.
From

the

eleventh

century

onwards

in

Persia,

the

The idea of a porch as a place of passage and that of iwan

initial use of ceramic mosaic on walls and floors had

as a path or space of transition between the terrestrial

spread, as it remained in the Islamic West, for use

and temporal worlds, are metaphysically considered as the

on domes and vaults, in Mozarabic and iwans which had

place through which the soul wanders to the courtyard,

gained great importance. We can highlight are the domes

being the domain of the spirit, or towards the room,

that glow in the sun, and the vaults designed with a

assimilated by the body.

reflective kaleidoscope. The most valued technique was
the polychrome glossy tile mosaic, where the color of

The decoration in the seventh century was a combination,

metal oxides was applied after a first firing, and then

precarious and easy to work, of unpainted baked bricks

the tile was subjected to a second firing, appropriate

2

Haft rangi : Innovative technique of
painting on a larger
tile,
painting
and cutting it in
various
geometries
with precision. It
is double-fired and
paints are applied
carefully, depending
on the color and intensity required
3

pishtaq : large access porch, usually
flanked by minarets

4

Main elevation Shah
Mosque and Bazaar
section
Qairaireh, Isfahan,
Iran.
Own production, 2019
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to the color and required light intensity. Mosaics were

the process of wall tiling. The glazed-tile kasis wallpapers

made by accurately cutting pieces of different geometry

cover the whole thing as if they were cloaks. The treatment

to make up, both geometric and vegetable or calligraphic

of calligraphy, geometric designs and plant themes achieve

models. To make curved cloths or large vertical cloths,

an unusual baroque style, balanced by the rigor of its

a base panel was prepared in the proper way in which

proportions and the extreme abstraction of its formal

tile tiles were made and then assembled panel by panel.

conception. These tiles are small pieces arranged in a
visual composition that form a complex, organic geometry

The art represented in the mosque mosaics avoids figurative

based on mathematics.

images to avoid becoming an object of worship and thus
emphasize the temple completely. The set, which transforms
the spaces, is designed with geometric patterns based on
mathematics that lead visitors to an understanding of
spiritual reality, a means of purifying the mind and soul.
Craft and architecture have always been complementary and
obviously have common features. The mosaic is the most
important

feature

of

traditional

Iranian

architecture

that continues the same brick work. The difficult mosaic
technique was replaced by that of kasis, square polished
chrome tiles with flat, triangular, and trapezoidal tiles
to cover curved surfaces, which simplified and accelerated

5

Technical first step haft rangi
Own production, 2019

6

Second technical step haft rangi
Own production, 2019

12

7

Third technical step haft rangi
Own production, 2019

This was the first large ceramic building I entered with
some notions of architecture on a trip programmed and
guided by Pedro Azara. The mosque is set in a large square
with vaults and domes, designed and built. Entering the
mosque, after turning 45°, we continue to contemplate the
majesty of the proportions of geometry manual built in
brick. Built in just 16 years in 1612, the ceramic tile
enameling technique is innovated, accelerating production
without losing quality to cover the entire area.

13

‘The material would have to be searched in the buildings of the ancient world, those that had been standing for
many years without deterioration, but which had aged and acquired a harmonious patina, and the only material which
could meet such demands was found to be the ceramic tile.’ - Jørn Utzon

8

14

Representation of tiles
geometries, Shah Mosque, Isfahan,
Iran.
Own production, 2019

‘The power of the mosque is in a sense
of constant architectural discovery. It
is a place of primary conquest between
brick and tile, as well as between form
and space, and space and light, a place
in which the same material, ceramics, is
floor, wall and ceiling, and ‘assembling
these three planes celebrates the union
of the creative intellect.’
- Ardalan i Bakhtiar
9

Prayer Halls of the Shah Mosque,
Isfahan, Iran.
Own production, 2017
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Atlántida, Uruguay

Church of Atlántida
Shape resistant elements
The brick has been used in ancient times in structures

The reformulation of reinforced ceramics is justified by

that can still surprise us today due to its complexity and

the joint work of large-area materials, where resistance

constructive mastery. Heavyweight structures were made to

to strength prevails with generally small slits. This

avoid traction and the weight of the material was used

fact marked that his calculations concentrated on the

to resist

interconnection between ceramics, steel and mortar. We

gravity. The Industrial Revolution4 marked a

before and after in the ability to work with materials

can understand Dieste’s constructions as a manifesto of

that did not resist bending, with the exception of wood.

sustainable architecture. Dieste used the prestressed,

It made it possible to use steel so buildings could be

which was used very little previously, to correct the

designed without having to avoid traction loads.

crack defect. Earlier engineers, who designed similar
techniques, used ceramics as a compressed element supported

Reinforced ceramics is itself a material made up of an

by suspenders and hoops. After a thorough analytical study

effective trinomial of ceramics, steel and mortar. It can

of post-stressed ceramics, he resolved that it could be

be better understood as a type of reinforced concrete with

used in large dimensions thanks to the low tensions it

better performance. It is a lighter structural construction

experiences.

technique,

thanks

to

ceramics,

with

better

thermal,

acoustic and ecological qualities as for production and

Dieste adds the new component, steel, as bars and wires,

recycling.

which are regularly and evenly incorporated into the
apparatus as a whole. Unpaired pieces are arranged by

The use of this coalition of materials has been documented

since 1813 by engineer Isambard Brunel5 as a test in a

generating a two-way grid between bricks where the steel
is located. A mesh is constructed throughout the whole

factory chimney and then applied in the innovative tunnel

with

a

ductile

material

where

the

proportion

of

the

under the London Thames, built between 1825 and 1843. He

reinforcement varies depending on the tension needs that

built the factory with iron rods in both directions, thus

are required.

achieving a joint collaboration of the entire structural

surface. About 100 years later, Rafael Guastavino6 patented
4

Industrial Revolution :
18th - 19th centuries

Context

5

Isambard Brunel : British engineer born in 1806. He worked with
minimal brick arrows
6

Rafael Guastavino : Valencian architect born in 1842. He immigrated to the USA and promoted the
Catalan vault

10

Interior Church of Atlántida,
Uruguay.
Own production, 2018

a new method of reinforcing ceramic elements with metal,
thus resolving flexural limitations.
Armed ceramics blasted off with Eladio Dieste, a 20thcentury Uruguayan engineer. He perfected the possibilities
of

this

structural

system

by

creating

form-resistant

elements by defining the theoretical basis of calculations
for efficient construction by reducing budget and pollution.

19

Own weight guideline
The use of a reinforced ceramic rig has considerable

Eladio Dieste’s Gaussian vaults are, in my opinion, the

advantages compared to reinforced concrete. The construction

quintessential example of creating shape following the

of this system, which solves the deficiency of ceramics

guidelines of his own weight. In the design, the catenary

as opposed to bending, is carried out by classical means

directive that produces the simple compression is chosen

of constructing conventional factory walls which does not

which endows the structure with flexural strength. The

need formwork because it is built in apparatus, which

minimal armor ensures the elasticity of the construction.

reduces the investment. It can take heavy burdens, solve

Therefore, it should be understood that the compression

the problem of bonding, bending, differential settlements

stresses are section independent. Using ripple creates an

along with the usual dilations of the materials. With great

increase in moment of inertia which counteracts the bond

efficiency, this building system can be used on both walls,

and strengthens the ability to withstand variable actions

beams, slabs and stairs thus becoming a major competitor

such as wind. Dieste’s varied forms of work are achieved

to reinforced concrete which wins the game in terms of

through the use of small precast ceramic pieces, though

economy, ecology and thermal and acoustic comfort.

concrete or other materials may also be used. It uses a
high-cost but cushioned moving mold with a large number

The collaboration between the three materials that make

of uses, achieving a continuous pace of work.

up the reinforced ceramics facilitates the possibility
of generating regulated surfaces bi-directional in the
desired way, either in plane or in corrugations, always
with great lightweightness. The few formwork used in this
type of structure are very lightweight and have the ability
to be reused effectively.

11

Catenary guidelines for walls
Church of Atlántida, Uruguay.
Own production, 2020

12
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Direction efforts walls
Church of Atlántida, Uruguay.
Own production, 2020

The valley of the waves
The Parish of the Working Christ Atlantis stands out
from all his works. Built in 1958, it stands on a 16x32m
groundfloor plan.
The walls, 7m high, are designed by a succession of
conoids with a linear guide at the base and wavy at the
top of 30cm thick. They are made of two rope brick sheets
with a gap between the 3mm armor and the mortar, thus
forming a structural unit. At the top of the wall is a
corrugated piece that acts as an eaves and absorbs the

discover and understand which are the greenest and most
sustainable models.
When the Industrial Revolution occured, the link between
the two factors was broken, neglecting the nature as
the great model to follow with regard to sustainability,
balance and recycling. Eladio Dieste practiced sustainable
architecture well advanced in his time, but no minor
importance or necessity because it is not today. He preached
a ‘cosmic economy’ being very critical when it came to the

loads of the roof.

reality of this profession. Practice the use of materials

The ceiling, which is a gaussian vault and is 18cm thick,

appropriate way with a clear ability to reuse. It unites

is made of reinforced brick with a fixed layer of porous
ceramic tile and highly insulating. The average span is

obtained in nature with good industrial processing in an
natural elements in construction together with labor and
industrialization. We build from nature for man.

about 16m with an arrow ranging from 7cm to 145cm, in
cross section. This makes the wavy roof, in longitudinal
section, almost horizontal, placing at this point the
resistant tensors embedded in the coronation of the wall.
In ceramic tiles, the curvature of the vault is the main
stability factor along with the light. Eladio Dieste’s
horizontal closures are obtained with a double foil in
which only 2% of the total are joints, which allows them
to be quickly disassembled and reused for the following
operations. The succession of Gaussian turns linked to
each other is shown in the longitudinal section, with
this highly engineered system being understood as limited
due to the fact that they cannot be continued in this
direction, while there is continuity in the transversal
section in addition to ‘a clear symmetry.

13

Catenary guidelines roof
Church of Atlantis, Uruguay.
Own production, 2020

14

Direction efforts roof
Church of Atlántida, Uruguay.
Own production, 2020

There are two sources of materials, nature and man. The
first has laws that we cannot change in which organic forms
are developed to meet specific needs. On the contrary, we
have the ability to be inspired by nature and to unite
both creative forces to work together. This way we can

21

Dieste honors the Hanover Principles, which reflect the
spirit of sustainable design. The engineer reflects, designs
and builds under the commandments of the coexistence
of nature and man, independently of the two, accepting
responsibly of the consequences over the comfort. It
optimizes the life cycle of the building materials and
processes used, as the brick is a recyclable material and
the movable roofing formwork facilitates reuse without
wasting more materials, such as reinforced concrete.
His concept of economics was to avoid wasting, as was
the case in the first world. It integrated the ecological
and the financial aspect, and as a result of the first
one, added to the social economy and ethical production.
For Dieste, economics and ethics were indivisible. He
understood rationalism as a dialogue between the project
and the human capacity, so he avoided leaving society as
is the case with steel constructions. He defended that
there was a lack of expression in the modern world because
of the lack of awareness of the need for man to express
themselves.

15
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Longitudinal section of the Gaussian Church of Atlántida, Uruguay.
Own production, 2020

From the beginning we can perceive Eladio Dieste’s constructions as iconic works due to the extraordinary dimensions and shapes built in brick. Vaults with span over
30m, known as Gaussian vaults, and interiors full of
ceramic decoration. It is important to understand this
scenario created by the architect as an out of series in
which no one, not even Gaudí, was able to optimize reinforced ceramics.

23
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Atlántida Church Plant,
Uruguay.
Own production, 2019

‘The brick is economical in its production and has offered for thousands of years its own constructive logic.
Throughout history, already the Romans, had perfected the construction of domes and domes with this element.’
- Eladio Dieste
‘In many societies you can see different types of domestic buildings that use the brick for the construction
of cisterns, wells and door lintels that follow the technique of domes and domes, where the brick is locked
one by one, with a simple mortar. Using this technique, surfaces of great resistance are built (bridges, retaining walls, lintels) that resist the load from the weight due to their great relative mass.’
- Team engineer of Eladio Dieste
17

Construction of the Gaussian Church
of Atlántida, Uruguay.
Dieste y Montañez Archive, no date

18

Construction Church of Atlántida,
Uruguay.
Dieste y Montañez Archive, no date
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Vienna, Austria

28

Hundertwasser-Haus
Right to the window, duty of the tree
Art has always been a witness of its time. 20th century art,

dynamics of life. It responds perfectly to the internal

which has known two world wars and a change in the world

logic of his humanist vision, dedicating his life to

system of production, has witnessed the failure of two

architecture, painting and ecological awareness, being

totalitarian ideologies, which have allowed it to know the

the straight line the worst invention of human beings.

possibilities and limits, perspectives and contradictions
of a situated world, in constant acceleration, in the

Friedrich Stowasser, born in Vienna in 1928, changed his

orbit of world culture.

name to Friedensreich Hundertwasser at the beginning of his
artistic career, which was marked by his constant harmony

Art was at the service of the revolution, until the

with nature and his work in harmony with his principles.

revolution seized it for the benefit of its strategy of

In 1958 he published the manifesto of ‘Molding against

cultural totalitarianism, for the sole sake of the cause.

Rationalism in Architecture’ and ten years later another

Socialist realism supported the ideal of healthy beauty,

entitled ‘Lon von Loos’ (distancing from Loos). In 1972,

which fascism borrowed from the Italian 19th century

he made his connection with architecture effective through

masters.

the manifesto published ‘Your right to the window, your
duty to the tree’. The latter completes Hundertwasser’s

Totalitarianist thinking has often gone hand in hand

compendium of practical morality: mold is the metaphor

with world culture, following a parallel with economics

for

and information in the process of globalization. Our

successive structural processes with particular relevance

age has been marked by two existential world systems,

to the right of the individual design of the facade of

on the one hand Le Corbusier and on the other Walter

your home. Hundertwasser was a loyal advocate of the

Gropius. Both share a common trait: the rehabilitation of

decorative value of architecture, culminating in the 1981

rationalist postulate through functionalism. These out-

speech on ‘The Color of Architecture’. It declared war on

of-the-ordinary people have profiled the other side of 20th

pollution, be it atmospheric pollution, nuclear danger or

century art with utopian projects based on fundamental

the destruction of natural heritage.

the

creative

power

of

nature,

being

embodied

in

intuition, acquiring a truth whose gradual revelation
continues under an inexorable logic, that of an exemplary
humanist destiny. The free empiricism of this intuitive
thought confronts the conformism of global culture. They
are considered provocations by the rest of society.
Hundertwasser can be placed in the context of art inspired
19

Hundertwasser-Haus facade,
Vienna, Austria.
Own production, 2019

by multipurpose languages of a transversal nature of
contemporary art and integration into the existential

29

Build the third skin
was

It describes the ideal operation of the builder. First

presented in Vienna, and he became the builder, declaring

architect, second the bricklayer and finally the inhabitant.

his vocation to be an ‘architecture doctor’. From the

The concept of flourishing as a process of the proliferation

‘Manifesto

an

of nature in the built or built where the mold, once

architectural activity that is increasingly convincing

germinated, will ferment the structures and burst the

because of the efficiency of its results and the coherence

straight line in the house. He defends that each individual

of the artist and his principles. The relation between his

has to cultivate his own domestic mold. Mold becomes the

worldview and outer reality is developed by osmosis from

parabolic image of the individual’s expansive spiral: the

concentric circles and successive levels of consciousness

house to which the inhabitant is shaping according to

with respect to the deep self. Hundertwasser represents

his will is the extension of the linen that covers his

the human being with three skins: the natural epidermis,

biological skin. Between 1972 and 1980, Hundertwasser

In

1980,

the

of

mock-up

the

of

Mold’,

the

Hundertwasser

Hundertwasser

House

develops

the clothes and the house.
He proclaimed the right of the person to his third skin,
the free configuration of his house, with the speeches ‘To
the naked one’ fulfilling his principles: he recovers his
first skin, he undresses the second skin (his clothes) to
claim his right to the third skin (his house). In the
course of his life he develops the fourth skin, the social
environment, and the fifth skin, the planetary, the Earth.
Hundertwasser creates perfect imaginative autonomy as well
as continuity of visual discourse are the determining
factors of a fundamentally ornamental work.
Friedenreich’s theoretical thinking leads to a proselytizing
demonstration, a simple truth that is based on a universal
postulate: nature itself. It has no origin other than
itself, nothing exists outside it. The vindication that
he promoted with his art marked the hatred by the straight
line, created by the human being and at the same time nonexistent, and its antithesis, the spiral.
The ‘Mold Manifesto’ describes the denial of straight
line, rationalism and functional architecture from the
standpoint of individual and collective habitat.

30
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Representation of the five skins
Friedensreich Hundertwasser

A work of dynamic art
completed the formative journey of his naturist theory.

The Hunderwasser-Haus is commissioned by the City of
Vienna

in

Friedensreich

to

offer

the

possibility

of

In 1981 he wrote a speech, which he he never delivered,

realizing its utopia of nature and man. He is given the

about the color in architecture. ‘Nature has two colors.

opportunity to build his creative style in the city, in

The green of the vegetation and the black or dark brown

the physical dimension, thus assuming a poetic relation

of the earth and the shadow. The fact that green and

in the rationalist urban fabric. It is a work of art of

black are complementary colors is of paramount importance

3550 m2 spread over 50 social homes with 4 premises and a

in architecture. ‘ It outlines two essential principles

doctor’s office.

for home painting: Priority should be given to natural
colors (earth, clay, brick, lime and charcoal) and uneven

In the artist’s paintings we can foresee the essence

coating in applying the last layer of surface. It is

of the project with irregularly aligned windows, with

important to distinguish between the structural criteria

integrated vegetation, a colorful shot of the facades,

of Hundertwasser-Haus and the reactions of its inhabitants

domes and baroque columns. The project is presented as a

in which we understand morphology and psychology as the

town in a vertical sense, obtaining each home a specific

third skin.

treatment of color and windows on the outside.
A porch with columns that support a large vault defines
the entrance, with a brick and irregularly shaped ceramic
fountain that dominates the center of the structure. The
corridors are part of the locals’ habitat, with wavy
walls and uneven floors, which are decorated with messages
and graffiti by them. The whole has common areas such as
garden terraces, spaces for games, cafeteria ... From the
outside we can familiarize with the construction with
similar designs as the Casa Milà by Gaudí for the use of

20,21,22

Organically dynamic interiors
Warlamis Studio
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ceramics as decoration and naturalistic undulating forms
that constitute the work.
A number of garden terraces crown the Hundertwasser-Haus,
with balconies for tenant trees and various greenhouses.
Around the windows, the facades are decorated with ceramic
tiles and silver metal. In the purest Viennese Baroque
style, the whole is crowned by two bulbous domes, one
being copper and the other is sea bream. Irregular ceramic
flooring,

polychrome

chrome

plated

columns,

ceramic-

tiled windows and integrated trees give the building a
distinctive sign.
Hundertwasser argues that the foundation of his work is
beauty, considering it to be entirely dynamic, in perpetual
progression. Everything is born in art and returns to it,
nothing is lost, nothing is created outside of the art.
Being from Barcelona, it is necessary from me that I draw a
small parallel between Antoni Gaudí and The artist of the
chapter in which, in the following fragment of a speech
by the protagonist, we understand the close relationship
Gaudí-Hundertwasser-Jujol:
‘Harmony with nature and harmony with individual human
creation.

We

are

simple

hosts

and

we

should

behave

accordingly. Nature must grow freely where rain and snow
fall; what is white in winter, should be green in summer.
Everything that extends horizontally under the sky, belongs
to nature. Trees should be planted on roads and roofs.
The relationship between man and the tree must acquire
religious proportions. So people will finally understand
the phrase: the straight line is atheist.’
- Friedensreich Hundertwasser.

23

Columns designed by Hundertwasser
and drawn by Peter Pelikan (architect))
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Corridor KuntsHausWien,
Vienna, Austria
Own production, 2019

We often assume that the techniques are a physical process. In this last candidate we find a construction that
follows the style of Gaudí, in which organic patterns
always reflect in his works, in his naturalistic belief.
With the ‘Mold Manifesto’ the result is in the window-tree
relationship, the identity of the enameled ceramics and
the constant refusal to line and right angles.

33
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3rd floor Hundertwasser-Haus
Peter Pelikan

‘It is the photographers who give the functional architecture its aesthetic appearance. Their art is what makes
cusi look beautiful, because the architecture of the lattice system has lost contact with craft creativity.
With Adolf Loos he banned ornament. You only have the illusion of functionality and the respect of budgetary
obligations.’ - Friedensreich Hundertwasser
‘In a house, an individually different, organic design of the outer wall of each individual apartment is of
fundamental significance, so that the resident can identify with his house from the outside. My irregular outside
design of the apartments is not protected as an historic monument, but is to be looked on as a precursor to
the window right of every individual. […] I design eight window types which are of varying height and width and
which are mounted irregularly in the walls, so that one gets the impression as if the windows were dancing of
their own free will, without any regard to the rooms inside.’ - Friedensreich Hundertwasser
26

Hundertwasser-Haus facade, Vienna, Austria
Own production, 2019
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Conclusions
Let us recall all three scenarios in this study: the Shah Mosque, the Church of Atlantis and the Hundertwasser-Haus. A look from the Middle East to Europe passing through
South America with a difference of almost 400 years, with ceramics being the nexus between them. Apparently common similarities in which the relationship is based on the
motivation in the application of ceramics in architecture.
At Isfahan we find ourselves in a context of slow and elaborate production but not very advanced where the technique of haft rangi allowed an unprecedented increase in production speed, without altering the quality and excellent results. Today, this revolution may seem like a small step to us, in that it simply ‘innovated’ using oversized
ceramic tiles and fragmented them into producing a series of small pieces. However, this revolution made Iran a world leader in monumental decoration.
Eladio Dieste transformed ceramics into a major alternative to steel and reinforced concrete for constructions during the Industrial Revolution, in which the brick became
obsolete and was used only in simple compressive-designed buildings. It broke the limitation of this material when used in collaboration with steel and mortar, thus providing bending strength with an optimization of reinforced ceramics never seen before.
Finally, Friedensreich Hundertwasser created a masterpiece in Vienna where the technique employed followed his naturalistic beliefs, while taking care of, the singular
points for a total comfort between the human being, the house and the nature. The use of ceramics is the maximum constructive and moral coherence to achieve such an objective, giving up buildings with prefabricated buildings of the moment.
Three different revolutions, three techniques for dealing with different challenges and the same material, ceramics. This coalition of water, earth, wind and fire has been,
is and will surely remain a unique material in the profession of architects, remaining the most used element in the constructive vocation under constant innovations and
new applications that follow the ancient techniques are in force today, being material and the application careful with the environment. This fact gives me the opportunity to be able, in the future, to investigate in a new reformulation of interrelating architecture and ceramics from these three scenarios, among others, so different but
related by a unique and persistent material in time.
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Glòria Fusté
Historiadora de l'art
Museu de Granollers

Entrevista
a Antoni Cumella
(1982)

Cumella,
constructor
de suggestions

L'home i l'artista
Espai Obert
Jordi Planas Maresma

Antoni Cumella, els anys 70. (Fotografia: Toni Cumella)

Lauro 28

Lauro 28

55

68

Espai Obert

Monografia

Monografia

Historiador

Deia el crític d’art Alexandre Cirici que amb Llorens Artigas i
Cumella «la ceràmica catalana té,
per primera vegada, un paper
decisiu sobre tot el planeta»
(Ceràmica catalana, Barcelona
1977). Llorens Artigas havia obert
un camí, però Cumella havia anat
més enllà amb la creativitat de
les formes i amb la riquesa de
colors i textures, fins a crear un
art ceràmic totalment independent.
Antoni Cumella i Serret (Granollers, 1913-1985) és un artista de
relleu internacional. Al final de
la seva vida, la seva obra gaudia
d’un ampli reconeixement i es
trobava en els principals museus
d’art d’Europa. Va ser, al mateix
temps, un home profundament
arrelat a Granollers, la ciutat on
va néixer i va morir, on va viure
i on va treballar tota la seva vida.
Home sedentari i d’hàbits fixos i
rigorosos, absorbit per la vida
professional amb una passió i

dedicació extraordinàries, era
poc amant d’exhibir-se en els cercles artístics, fins i tot d’exhibir
la seva obra. Era, en canvi, molt
amant de la conversa i sempre
tenia la casa oberta per als amics:
«L’home per la paraula, el càntir
pel seu so» era el lema que presidia la seva llar.
L’any 1982 l’Ajuntament de Granollers el nomenà Fill Predilecte
de la ciutat. Aquesta entrevista
es va fer amb aquest motiu i formava part d’un conjunt de programes que va emetre l’emissora
de ràdio municipal entre el 16
d’abril i el 16 de maig de 1982.
L’hem recuperada i l’hem transcrita en gran part, per inclourela en l’espai d’entrevistes de la
revista Lauro. Ens ha semblat un
document valuós no tan sols per
al coneixement biogràfic de
l’artista, sinó també perquè les
seves opinions sobre l’essència
de l’art són de tant interès com
absoluta vigència.
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Conversaciones frente a la estantería 69

CONVERSACION

Jaume Avellaneda y Claudi Aguiló

Conversa amb Toni Cumella

1

Carlos Ferrater i Cecília Obiol

A

propòsit de la seva recent exposició Ceràmica Cumella:
Shaping Ideas a la Architectural Association (Londres) parlem amb Toni Cumella, nét, fill i pare de ceramistes, que dirigeix
l’empresa familiar dedicada a la fabricació de cerámica per a
l’arquitectura des de 1880.
A través d’un recorregut per la tradició i la innovació en el món
de la ceràmica, Cumella revela els seus orígens així com alguns
dels projectes en els quals està treballant en l’actualitat, al costat
d’alguns dels més reconeguts arquitectes internacionals. Barrejant tecnologia i manualitat, Cumella reconeix en el seu treball
una triple vessant d’artista, artesà i tècnic, on la col.laboració
amb els arquitectes s’estableix des de la mateixa concepció del
projecte. Sense aspirar a res ni renunciar a res, sense límits establerts ni hipoteques prèvies, Cumella gaudeix del repte que
suposa cada nou encàrrec professional, posant-se a prova en
cadascun d’ells.

CO. En més d’una ocasió t’has definit com un romàntic, en el
sentit que t’agrada que aquelles relacions que comencen per
feina acabin convertint-se en una amistat.

CF. Com pots suportar els egos dels arquitectes?
TC. Mirant que m‘afectin el mínim possible. Crec que m’han
afectat poc i que sé distingir bastant bé el que és la vida quotidiana de, per fer servir una paraula que no m’agrada gens, l’èxit.
Per exemple ara, per festes, tinc ganes de marxar a algun lloc on
només hi hagi natura. Estic cansat de viatjar d’una manera culturitzada: vas a algun lloc i has d’anar a veure arquitectura, a visitar
museus... Tinc ganes de tenir el cap en encefalograma pla.
CF. Difícil, eh? Jo ara vaig estar a París per presentar un concurs
amb tot de gent, l’alcalde, etc. i quan vam acabar i vaig tenir deu
minuts me’n vaig anar corrents al Pompidou...
TC. És que no som de pedra! Però has d’anar a un lloc on no
tinguis ocasió de pecar. No es pot portar el paquet de tabac a sobre. Perquè a mi em passa igual, jo vaig estar a Londres ara per
tancar l’exposició de la Architectural Association i no vaig parar.
Tornant a la pregunta, jo penso que d’alguna manera he aconseguit ser impermeable als egos aliens. Jo de petit havia jugat
al carrer, i jugant al carrer, als carrers que hi havia a Granollers
abans, jugaves amb el fill del que treballava a la Caixa, amb el
fill de la prostituta del barri, amb el fill del mecànic, amb el Pep
Bou que ara fa bombolles de sabó, etc. I aquest jugar al carrer
et dóna una certa proximitat humana, i el que valores no depèn
de la classe social de la gent, sinó que tot plegat es molt més
transversal.

<

CO. La teva actitut potser si, però i la dels altres? Aquestes
estrelles internacionals amb les quals treballes ara com Renzo
Piano, responen?

Exposició Universal d’Aichi (Japó), amb Alejandro Zaera Polo

TC. Deu n’hi dó. M’esta agafant por, perquè no m’ho havia plantejat mai. Renzo Piano ha sigut molt humà quan m’he trobat
amb ell. També estic fent mostres per David Chipperfield, per
uns habitatges d’alt standing tocant a Hyde Park. No hi ha res
segur, però hi estem treballant.
I una altra cosa que em fa moltíssima il.lusió, més pel que representa, en el sentit d’anar sumant coses, que per l’encàrrec
en si, és que estic estudiant una col.laboració per l’ampliació
de la Tate Modern. Però no la de Londres, sinó la de St Ives,
a Cornwall. I aquí s’ajunta el fet que és un poble de tradició
ceràmica, que el gran ceramista anglès Bernard Leach és fill del
lloc... L’arquitecte de Londres que va guanyar el concurs em
va trucar i ens vam veure per parlar-ne. Em volia situar St Ives i
explicar-me el context de la ceràmica, i em va dir: “per exemple,
hi ha aquesta peça de Bernard Leach...“ I li dic: “Espera‘t un
moment“. I vaig treure l’iPad on tenia la conferència que vaig
fer per la clausura de l’exposició... i on portava la mateixa peça.
“Mira, aquesta peça la porto jo també.“
Per la clausura de l’exposició, per primera vegada, no vaig voler
parlar de projectes, sinó de diferents inputs que jo havia tingut al
llarg de la meva vida i que em condicionen per entendre els projectes. I entre ells, el pare, coètani de Bernard Leach; els grans
ceramistes anglesos; la relació amb orient; la influència que va
tenir en el pare la ceràmica xinesa de les dinasties Sung i Ming...
i tot això acaba formant una sensibilitat que t’ajuda.

Jo de petit havia jugat al carrer. Aquest jugar al carrer
et dóna una certa proximitat humana, i el que valores
no depèn de la classe social de la gent, sinó que tot plegat es molt més transversal.
CF. Hi ha un tema que jo trobo molt interessant, que és aquest
trinomi que es dóna en molts intel.lectuals i professionals, però
que en el teu cas és especialment clar, d’artista, artesà i tècnic.
Hi ha un component artístic en la teva feina, una condició essencialment artesana, i al mateix temps una estratègia d’anar
incorporant noves tecnologies.
TC. A mi m’enganxa moltíssim aquesta barreja. En aquest sentit, el projecte de Villa Nurbs, d’Enric Ruiz Geli, m’interessa especialment per la possibilitat de barrejar tecnologia i manualitat.

Toni Cumella al seu taller

<

TC. Sí, la feina per mi és una forma de vida. Cada projecte és
diferent i això fa que cada dia sigui diferent, i em sento afortunat
que sigui així.

CF. Treballar amb Alejandro Zaera, Patxi Mangado, Benedetta
Tagliabue, Enric Ruiz Geli, Frederic Amat, ara els internacionals...

CF. Jo penso que quan assumeixes uns determinats riscos intel.
lectuals és quan l’artesania passa a ser art.
TC. Sí, quan tires per aquí, per una voluntat. A mi em costa molt
dir que sóc un artista. No m’interessa definir-me, m’és ben igual,
millor que ho facin els altres. Hi ha un article que va fer fa molts
anys l’Oscar Tusquets. Amb l’Oscar anàvem treballant, i jo em
pensava que em coneixia menys. Però va escriure un text que
deia “l’artista que millora les idees“ i em comparava una mica,
salvant totes les distàncies, amb Fortuny, Mariano Fortuny Madrazo. És un text que al final m’ha anat definint al llarg dels anys.
CF. Precisament ahir vaig tornar a veure la capacitat de l’Oscar, de
transmetre a través de l’exposició de Dalí a París, que si bé potser
no és gloriosa quant al muntatge, si que hi ha alguns punts...
TC. Clarividents.
CF. Sí, de lucidesa de l’Oscar, aquesta capacitat que té de llegir
determinades coses, com per exemple la teva obra.
TC. Sí, moltes vegades no és voluntari, són coses que t’han
entrat per la pell.

CO. És clar, perquè allà hi ha control numèric però aplicat manualment. És molt gràfica la imatge vostra de l’estudi amb cada
peça col.locada sobre el seu motlle.

CO. I a part de Villa Nurbs, que és un projecte que cites sovint,
en quines altres ocasions has pogut assumir aquest risc intel.
lectual de què parlavem?

TC. M’agrada servir-me de tota la tecnologia que tinc a l’abast.
Per mi la diferència entre artesania i art és el discurs que hi ha
en el que un fa.

TC. A la piscina m’he llencat sempre d’una manera o altra. Quan
va faltar el pare vaig tenir, o em vaig buscar, la sort de contactar a travñés de Cristian Cirici amb l’estudi PER, i l’estudi PER
són els que van permetre que jo cregués que em podia guanyar
la vida amb l’arquitectura, amb la ceràmica per l’arquitectura.
Això és una dada que m’agrada molt citar perquè és el meu
orígen. A través del Cristian vaig conèixer el Pep Bonet, el Lluís
Clotet, l’Enric Steegmann...i un dia l’Oscar Tusquets corria per
allà, i és curiós com em va conèixer. Em diu “escolta, m’han dit
que fas tot això, per què no m’ho has dit?“ I li vaig dir: “perquè
si t’hagués trucat no m’hauries rebut.“ “Home, no fotis!““Però
m’hauries rebut o no m’hauries rebut?“ I em contesta: “home,
potser no“. “Doncs així m’ho he estalviat.“ No n’he sapigut mai
d’anar amb una carpeta a veure ningú.
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M’agrada servir-me de tota la tecnologia que tinc a
l’abast. Per mi la diferència entre artesania i art és
el discurs que hi ha en el que un fa.
CF. Has dit en un determinat moment “quan va faltar el pare“,
i això ens porta a un altre tema clau. L’avi, el pare, el fill...Com
allò tan maco que deia Ignasi Solà-Morales, que l’arquitectura es
trasmet de pares a fills, en el teu cas és literal. Hi ha una continuitat, tot i que cadascun ha fet un desenvolupament en el món
de la ceràmica molt singular...
TC. Es que són com tres oficis. L’avi era fill de Breda i feia ceràmica per anar al foc, olles i cassoles. El pare volia ser escultor, a
casa no hi havia mitjans i va fer servir la ceràmica per fer el que
volia fer, l’obra d’autor, i tenia un taller que li permetia una certa
producció però sempre mantenint la independpència econòmica
... ell va ser un freelance sempre. El taller li permetia ser lliure, amb
tota la complexitat que vol dir ser lliure. Llavors aquesta petita producció que hi havia, jo la vaig agafar com a base per dedicar-me
a l’arquitectura. Cada generació ha sigut diferent; el primer forn es
de 1880. Ara el meu fill està amb mi i no sé què farà... És com
una esponja, i a vegades sembla que no hi sigui però hi és. Com
més deixo més agafa, i jo com que ja estic còmode amb que ho
agafi tinc llibertat per fer altres coses. I ara mateix estem en aquest
punt. Ell encara no innova, encara no busca camins...tot just està
solidificant aquesta època interessant que estem vivint.

Converses davant
la prestatgeria 69

Conversations
opposite shelf 69

Aquest escrit de la secció Construcció de Quaderns està dedicat a tots els autors de llibres
de construcció. Les seves aportacions al llarg
del temps ens han permès de fer evolucionar
les formes de construir i adequar-les, amb més
o menys fortuna, a les complexes característiques de la nostra societat. També està
dedicat a les biblioteques on estan dipositats,
especialment la del COAC.

This text from the Construction section of
Quaderns is dedicated to all authors of books
on construction. Their contributions over the
years have enabled us to develop building
methods and adapt them, with varying
degrees of success, to the complexities that
characterise our society. It is also dedicated
to the libraries in which their books are held,
especially that of the COAC.

Diuen que de nit, quan a la biblioteca del
COAC ja no queda ningú, solen trobar-s’hi
els autors, ja traspassats, dels llibres arrenglerats als prestatges. Sembla que una de
les tertúlies més interessants es congrega
davant de la prestatgeria 69.

It is said that, at night, when the COAC
library is empty, the authors of the books
kept on its shelves who have long departed
like to gather there. It would seem that the
most interesting discussions take place opposite shelf 69.

Konrad Wachsmann, Eladio Dieste, Jean
Prouvé, Félix Candela, Hassan Fathy i
Pere Benavent es reuneixen tot sovint
per comentar les noves revistes i llibres
adquirits per la biblioteca que tracten sobre
els materials, les tècniques i els sistemes
que es fan servir actualment per construir
l’arquitectura.

Konrad Wachsmann, Eladio Dieste, Jean
Prouvé, Félix Candela, Hassan Fathy and
Pere Benavent meet up quite frequently
to discuss the latest journals and books
acquired by the library which deal with the
materials, techniques and systems used in
architecture today.

Sembla que Dieste està tot cofoi perquè la
ceràmica encara es continua utilitzant en
arquitectura, tot i que hagi deixat de formar
part de l’estructura i ara es faci servir principalment com a revestiment de façanes. Es
va meravellar en veure les peces ceràmiques
cilíndriques que recobrien els pilars del pavelló d’Espanya a l’Expo 2008 de Saragossa,
obra de l’arquitecte Patxi Mangado, fabricades amb la col·laboració del ceramista
català Antoni Cumella. Segurament deu

It would seem that Dieste is pleased
because ceramics are still being used in
architecture, although no longer as part of
the main structure and is now used mainly
as a covering for façades. He marvelled at
the sight of the cylindrical ceramic pieces
lining the pillars of the Spanish pavilion
at the Expo 2008 in Zaragoza, the work of
architect Patxi Mangado, manufactured by
Catalan ceramicist Antoni Cumella. Probably he thinks how diﬀerent the ceramic
used in this work is from the bricks he used

1
Imagen de la
Biblioteca del
COAC. Reunidos
Félix Candela,
Pere Benavent,
Jean Prouvé,
Konrad Waschmann
y, sentados,
Hassan Fathy
y Eladio Dieste.

Este escrito de la sección Construcción de Quaderns está
dedicado a todos los autores de libros de construcción. Sus
aportaciones a lo largo del tiempo nos han permitido hacer
evolucionar las formas de construir y adecuarlas, con mayor
o menor fortuna, a las complejas características de nuestra
sociedad. También está dedicado a las bibliotecas en las que
están depositados, especialmente la del COAC.
Se dice que por la noche, cuando la biblioteca del
COAC está vacía, suelen citarse allí los autores, ya fallecidos, de los libros que guarda en sus estanterías. Al
parecer una de las tertulias más interesantes se produce
frente a la estantería 69.
Konrad Wachsmann, Eladio Dieste, Jean Prouvé, Félix
Candela, Hassan Fathy y Pere Benavent se reúnen con
cierta frecuencia para comentar las nuevas revistas y
libros adquiridos por la biblioteca que tratan sobre los
materiales, las técnicas y los sistemas que se utilizan en
la actualidad para construir la arquitectura.
Parece ser que Dieste se muestra satisfecho porque la
cerámica aún se sigue utilizando en la arquitectura, aunque haya dejado de ser parte de su estructura y ahora se
emplee principalmente como revestimiento de fachadas.
Se maravilló al ver las piezas cerámicas cilíndricas que
recubren los pilares del pabellón de España en la Expo
2008 de Zaragoza, obra del arquitecto Patxi Mangado,
fabricadas con la colaboración del ceramista catalán Antoni Cumella. Seguramente pensará qué distinta es la
cerámica utilizada en esta obra de la de los ladrillos que
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